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Abstract

We investigate the existence of rules for the adjudication of conflicting claims satisfying ‘group
order preservation’: given two groups of claimants, suppose that the sum of the claims of the
members of the first group is greater than or equal to the sum of the claims of the members of the
second group. Then, similar inequalities should hold for the sums of the awards to the members of
the two groups, and for the sums of the losses incurred by the members of two groups. The
property is easily satisfied. We then combine it with two others. First is ‘claims continuity’: the
chosen awards vector should vary continuously with the claims vector. Second is ‘consistency’:
the awards vector chosen for each problem should be ‘in agreement’ with the awards vector
chosen for each problem derived from it by imagining some of the claimants receiving their
awards and leaving. We show that only the proportional rule satisfies all three requirements. This
characterization holds even if the number of potential claimants is as low as 3. We also offer a
version of the characterization for a variant of the model in which the set of claimants is modelled
as a continuum.
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1 . Introduction

When a firm goes bankrupt, the problem arises of dividing its liquidation value among
its creditors. More generally, we consider the problem of dividing a good over which
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agents have conflicting claims. Our objective is to contribute to the search for well-
behaved methods of solving such conflicts.

1Such methods are called ‘division rules’ or simply ‘rules’. A basic requirement on
rules is that they should respect the ordering of claims: if the claim of one agent is
greater than or equal to the claim of another agent, his award should be greater than or
equal to this other agent’s award. A parallel inequality for losses also makes sense: the
loss incurred by the agent with the larger claim should be greater than or equal to that
incurred by the agent with the smaller claim. We propose here to generalize this idea of
‘order preservation’ to groups of claimants, and to study the implications of this more
demanding requirement: given any two groups, if the sum of the claims of the members
of the first group is greater than or equal to the sum of the claims of the members of the
second group, then a similar inequality should hold for the sums of the awards to the
members of the two groups; here too, we require a parallel inequality for the sums of the
losses incurred by the members of the two groups. We refer to this two-part property as

2‘group order preservation’. A special form of it, ‘equal treatment of equal groups’, is the
requirement that if the sums of the claims of the members of two groups are equal, the
sums of their awards should be equal.

Group order preservation is not very restrictive. For each problem, we identify a
non-empty polygonal area of awards vectors at which the property is satisfied. Although
it is not compatible with two properties that have been extensively discussed in the
literature, ‘invariance under claims truncation’ and ‘minimal rights first’, as we show
next by means of simple examples, it is compatible with an important requirement
designed to ensure the good behavior of rules in situations where the population of
claimants may change. This requirement, called ‘consistency’, is that the awards vector
chosen for each problem should be ‘in agreement’ with the awards vector chosen for
each problem obtained by imagining an arbitrary subgroup of claimants leaving with
their awards, and re-evaluating the situation from the viewpoint of the remaining
claimants. Consistency has played an important role recently in game theory and
resource allocation theory. We show that if imposed together with the very mild
requirement that the chosen awards vector should vary continuously with the claims
vector, ‘claims continuity’, then equal treatment of equal groups and consistency are
satisfied by only one rule, the proportional rule. We give a direct proof of this result, and
we also derive it from a characterization of the proportional rule based on equal
treatment of equal groups, claims continuity and ‘replication invariance’, the require-
ment that the awards vector chosen for a replicated problem should be the replica of the
awards vector chosen for the problem that is replicated (this result is proved
independently by Ching and Kakkar, 2000). This corollary is obtained by noting that
equal treatment of equals and consistency together imply replication invariance.

Two additional requirements of relevance here are ‘converse consistency’, the
requirement that if an awards vector for some problem is such that its restriction to each
two-claimant group would be chosen for the problem of dividing between them the sum
of their awards, then it should be chosen. The second one is ‘division invariance’, a

1For a survey of the literature devoted to this subject, see Thomson (1995).
2This property is formulated by Thomson (1988a).
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converse of replication invariance. Characterizations of the proportional rule can be
obtained on the basis of these properties too, due to logical relations between them and
replication invariance. These relations hold because in our context, rules are single-
valued. We also show that claims continuity is redundant if group order preservation is
imposed instead of equal treatment of equal groups.

The results just described are proved in a model in which the population of potential
agents is unbounded above. Next, we turn our attention to situations where instead it is
finite. We show that in that case—in fact, this number may be as low as three—the
proportional rule is the only one to satisfy claims continuity, equal treatment of equal
groups, and consistency. To understand how these results are related, note that in the
three-claimant case, replication invariance has of course little force since the only
problems that can be replicated are trivial one-claimant problems; then, replication
invariance amounts to equal treatment of equals, a property that is satisfied by all
standard rules. If there are more than three claimants, replication invariance starts having
bite but the proof techniques for our characterizations involving this property requires
replications of arbitrary orders. The bound on the population of potential claimants that
we impose forces us to develop a different proof, which seems to have no parallel in the
existing literature on consistency.

We also offer a characterization of the proportional rule on the basis of equal
treatment of equal groups alone for a variant of the model in which the set of claimants
is modelled as a continuum.

In the concluding section, we relate our results to known characterizations of the
proportional rule.

2 . Claims problems and rules to solve them

Since some of our requirements involve comparing the choices made for problems
involving different populations of claimants, we need to cast our analysis in a
sufficiently general framework for such comparisons to be possible. There is a setI ,N,
whereN designates the natural numbers, of ‘potential’ claimants. This set could beN

itself or a finite subset ofN. However, whenI is infinite, at any given time, only a finite
number of claimants are present. Let1 be the class of finite and nonempty subsets ofI.

NGiven N [1, a claims problem with claimant setN is a pair (c, E)[R 3R such1 1
3 Nthato c $E. Let # be the class of all problems. Arule is a function defined on theN i
Nunion of all# ’s, whereN ranges over1, which associates with eachN [1 and each

N N(c, E)[# a point ofR satisfying 0% x % c and whose coordinates add up toE, a1

property to which we refer as efficiency. Such a point is anawards vector for (c, E). Let
X(c, E) be the set of awards vectors for (c, E). Let R be our generic notation for rules.

The most prominent rule in practice as well as in the theoretical literature is the
proportional rule, for which awards are proportional to claims. The idea of pro-
portionality as a principle of justice is prominent in Aristotle’s writings.

3 N uN uBy the notationR we mean the Cartesian productR in which each dimension is indexed by a member of1 1

N. Vector inequalities:x ^ y, x $ y, and x . y.
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NProportional rule, P. For eachN [1, and each (c, E)[# , P(c, E); lc, wherel is
chosen so as to achieve efficiency.

Our starting point is the following property of rules: if the claim of one agent is
greater than or equal to that of another agent, his award should be greater than or equal
to this other agent’s award. Also, the loss he incurs should be greater than or equal to
that other agent’s loss (Aumann and Maschler, 1985).

NOrder preservation. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , and each pairhi, jj#N, if
c $ c , then R (c, E)$R (c, E). Also, c 2R (c, E)$ c 2R (c, E).i j i j i i j j

Note thatorder preservation implies that if two agents have equal claims their awards
should be equal:

NEqual treatment of equals. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , and each pairhi, jj#N,
if c 5 c , then R (c, E)5R (c, E).i j i j

We propose here to generalize the idea oforder preservation to groups of claimants,
by comparing the aggregate claims they hold. If the sum of the claims of the members of
one group is greater than or equal to the sum of the claims of the members of another
group, the sum of the awards to the members of the first group should be greater than or
equal to the sum of the awards to the members of the second group. We require a parallel

4inequality between the sums of the losses incurred by the two groups:

NGroup order preservation. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , and each pairhN9, N0j
of subsets ofN, if o c $o c , theno R (c, E)$o R (c, E). Also, o c 2R (c,sN 9 i N 0 i N 9 i N 0 i N 9 i i

E) $o c 2R (c, E) .d s dN 0 i i

By considering ‘groups’ containing only one claimant each, we see immediately that
group order preservation impliesorder preservation. Group order preservation amounts
to adding to theorder preservation inequalities a number of other inequalities pertaining
to groups. In the Euclidean space to which awards vectors belong, and for each problem,
the set of awards vectors meeting all the constraints is a polygonal region. To illustrate,

Nlet N ;h1, 2, 3j and (c, E)[# be such thatc # c # c . Then, when groups are1 2 3

compared, the set of awards vectors satisfying all the inequalities is obtained from the
set of awards vectors satisfying the order preservation inequalities by adding two more

5(Fig. 1):

4In many branches of game theory and the theory of resource allocation, properties defined for individuals
often have counterparts for groups. For instance, in the theory of fair allocation, to the property of ‘no-envy’
corresponds a property of ‘group no-envy’ expressing the requirement that not only individuals but also
groups should be treated fairly.

5There are only two additional inequalities, since the comparison of agent 1’s claim to the sum of agents 2 and
3’s claims and that of agent 2’s claim to the sum of agents 1 and 3’s claims does not add any restriction not
already implied byequal treatment of equals.
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Fig. 1. Strengthening order preservation to group order preservation in the three-claimant case. In each panel,
claims are fixed and equal to (1, 2, 4) and the amount to divide is 5. The shaded area of panel (a) indicates the
set of awards vectors and that of panel (b) the set of efficient vectors meeting the order preservation
inequalities. The entire shaded area of panel (c) is the same as that of panel (b) and the darker region is its
subset of efficient vectors meeting the two additional inequalities coming fromgroup order preservation (they
are printed in rectangles). The shaded area of panel (d) is the set of awards vectors meeting thegroup order
preservation inequalities (here, only the binding constraints are labelled).

(i) If c 1 c $ c , then x 1 x $ x and c 2 x 1 c 2 x $ c 1 x ;1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3

(ii) If c 1 c # c , then x 1 x # x and c 2 x 1 c 2 x $ c 1 x .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3

This set is non-empty as it contains the proportional awards vector, as is easily verified.
Constructing rules satisfyinggroup order preservation is then easy because for each
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problem, one can select from it in an arbitrary fashion. It is therefore puzzling that
although all of the rules that have been discussed in the literaturepreserve order, only
one satisfiesgroup order preservation, the proportional rule. Our characterizations will
help us understand why.

It is even easier to construct rules satisfying the group counterpart ofequal treatment
of equals: two groups whose aggregate claims are equal should receive equal aggregate
awards:

NEqual treatment of equal groups. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , and each pair
hN9, N0j of subsets ofN, if o c 5o c , theno R (c, E)5o R (c, E).N 9 i N 0 i N 9 i N 0 i

In the two-claimant case,group order preservation is equivalent toorder preserva-
tion, and equal treatment of equal groups is equivalent toequal treatment of equals.

Our next property is the requirement that the names of claimants should be
immaterial.

NAnonymity. For each pairhN, N9j of elements of1, each (c, E)[# , each bijectionp :
N → N9, and eachi [N, R (c ) , E 5R (c, E).s dp (i ) p (i ) i[N i

Next we define two requirements that have played an important role in the literature
and enquire about their compatibility with our new properties. First is the requirement
that the chosen awards vector should be unaffected if each claim is truncated by the
amount to divide:

NInvariance under claims truncation. For each (c, E)[# , R(c, E)5R(t(c, E), E),
where for eachi [N, t (c, E)5minhc , Ej.i i

The following example shows thatequal treatment of equal groups is incompatible
Nwith invariance under claims truncation: LetN ;h1, 2, 3j and (c, E)[# be defined by

(c, E); (1, 1, 2; 1). If a ruleR satisfiesequal treatment of equal groups, thenx 1 x 51 2

x , where x ;R(c, E). If R also satisfiesinvariance under claims truncation, then3

x 5R(1, 1, 1; 1). However, byequal treatment of equal groups (here,equal treatment of
equals would suffice),R (1, 1, 1; 1)5R (1, 1, 1; 1)5R (1, 1, 1; 1).1 2 3

Another interesting requirement is that the following two procedures should be
equivalent: either (i) the amount available is divided directly, or (ii) it is divided in two
rounds; first, each claimant is assigned hisminimal right, defined to be the difference
between the amount available and the sum of the claims of the other agents (or 0 if this
difference is negative); then claims are adjusted down by these first-round awards and
whatever is left is divided by applying the rule. Letm (c, E);max E 2o c , 0 andh ji N \i j

m(c, E); m (c, E) .s di i[N

NMinimal rights first. For each (c, E)[# , we haveR(c, E)5m(c, E)1R c 2m(c, E),s
6E 2o m (c, E) .di

6Note that the pair (c 2m(c, E), E 2om; (c, E)) is a well-defined problem.
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This property too is incompatible withequal treatment of equal groups, as shown by
Nthe following example: LetN ;h1, 2, 3j and (c, E)[# be defined by (c, E);

(1, 1, 2; 3). If a ruleR satisfiesequal treatment of equal groups, then x 1 x 5 x ,1 2 3

wherex ;R(c, E). Note thatm(c, E)5 (0, 0, 1). If R also satisfiesminimal rights first,
2 2 2
] ] ]then x 5m(c, E)1R(1–0, 1–0, 2–1; 3–1)5 (0, 0, 1)1 , , , where the equalitys d3 3 3

2 2 2
] ] ]R(1–0, 1–0, 2–1; 3–1)5 , , is obtained byequal treatment of equal groups (heres d3 3 3

7too, equal treatment of equals would suffice).
In spite of the two incompatibilities just uncovered betweenequal treatment of equal

groups and our two invariance properties, this property and in fact, its stronger version,
group order preservation, are not very restrictive, as we noted above. The permissive-
ness of a property is in general a good thing because there are always more demands that
one would like to make on rules. We will take advantage of it to look for rules also
satisfying certain requirements having to do with possible changes in the population of
claimants. Our main one is that if some claimants leave with their awards and the
situation is re-evaluated from the viewpoint of those who remain, the rule should assign

8to them the same awards as initially. The problem these claimants face is thereduced
problem associated with the awards vector chosen for the initial problem and the
subgroup they constitute. Their claims are what they were initially and the amount to
divide between them is the difference between the amount available initially and the sum
of the awards to the claimants who left; alternatively it is the sum of the awards intended

9for them, the claimants who stay.

NConsistency. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , and eachN9,N, if x ;R(c, E), then
x 5R(c , o x ).N 9 N 9 N 9 i

Many rules areconsistent. The proportional rule is one of them, as is easy to check.
A variant of consistency that is often considered,bilateral consistency, is obtained by

limiting attention to subgroups of two remaining claimants (that is, adding the
requirementuN9u52 to the previous statement).

Our next requirement is that if an awards vector for some problem is such that its
restriction to each subgroup of two claimants is the awards vector chosen for the
associated reduced problem they face, then it should be chosen for the problem

10involving the entire population of claimants.

7Without going into the details, we note that this conclusion can also be obtained from the previous
incompatibility betweenequal treatment of equal groups and invariance under claims invariance, by
observing thatminimal rights first and invariance under claims invariance are ‘dual’ properties, andequal
treatment of equal groups is a ‘self-dual’ property. For the concept of duality, see Aumann and Maschler
(1985), Herrero and Villar (1998a, 2001), and Thomson (1995).

8The many applications that have been made of the idea of consistency are surveyed by Thomson (2001).
9Note that since we require rules to be such that for eachi [N, x [ [0, c ], then the sum of the claims of thei i

remaining claimants is still greater than or equal to the amount that remains to divide, so the pair (c , o x )N 9 N 9 i

is indeed a well-defined problem.
10The version of the requirement obtained by writing the hypotheses for all proper subgroups of the initial set

of claimants, instead of only for the two-claimant subgroups, turns out to be equivalent to it.
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NConverse consistency. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , and eachx [X(c, E), if forf
eachN9,N with uN9u52, x 5R c , o x , then x 5R(c, E).gs dN 9 N 9 N 9 i

To define the next requirement, we first need to explain how to replicate a problem.
NLet N [1 and (c, E)[# be given. Letk [N . By a k-replica of (c, E) we mean a1

problem in which each of the members ofN hask 21 clones—these are agents whose
claims are equal to his—and in which the amount available isk times what it was
initially. Formally, if N9 designates the set of claimants in the replicated problem, we
have N9.N, uN9u5 kuNu, and there is a partition ofN9 into uNu groups of k agents

i iindexed by i [N, (N ) , such that for eachi [N and eachj [N , c 5 c . Thei[N j i

requirement is that the awards vector chosen for a replicated problem should be the
replica of the awards vector chosen for the problem that is replicated.

NReplication invariance. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , eachN9.N, and each (c9,
N 9 iE9)[# , if (c9, E9) is a k-replica of (c, E), with associated partition (N ) , then fori[N

ieachi [N and eachj [N , R (c9, E9)5R (c, E).j i

Given a problem (c, E), we will use the shorthand notationk x for a k-replica of some*
awards vectorx for (c, E).

Next is the converse ofreplication invariance. It says that if the awards vector chosen
for a replicated problem happens to be a replicated awards vector (of the same order),
then the awards vector that is being replicated should be the awards vector chosen for

11the problem that is being replicated.

NDivision invariance. For eachN [1, each (c, E)[# , eachN9.N, and each (c9,
N 9 iE9)[# , if (c9, E9) is a k-replica of (c, E), with associated partition (N ) , andR(c9,i[N

E9) is a correspondingk-replica of an awards vector for (c, E), then for eachi [N and
ieachj [N , R (c9, E9)5R (c, E).j i

Our final requirement is that for each amount to divide, the chosen awards vector
should be a continuous function of the claims vector. It is hard to imagine circumstances
in which this requirement would not be desirable, and in fact,all rules that have been
considered in the literature on claims resolution are not onlyclaims continuous, but in
fact ‘fully’ continuous (that is, they respond in a continuous manner to simultaneous
changes in all components of the problem).

n n ` NClaims continuity. For eachN [1, each sequenceh(c , E )j of elements of# , andn51
N n n n n neach (c, E)[# , if (c , E ) → (c, E) and for eachn [N, E 5E, thenR(c , E ) → R(c,

E).

The following relations between the various properties we just defined will be critical.

11It is the counterpart of a property introduced by Thomson (1988b) for the problem of fair division.
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The first lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definitions, but we give the
12proof in Appendix A for completeness.

Lemma 1. (Elevator lemma).If a bilaterally consistent rule coincides with a conversely
consistent rule in the two-person case, then coincidence occurs in general.

Lemma 2. (a) If a rule satisfies equal treatment of equals and consistency, it satisfies
division invariance.

(b) If a rule satisfies equal treatment of equals and division invariance, it satisfies
replication invariance.

(c) If a rule satisfies anonymity and converse consistency, it is invariant under
replication of a two-claimant problem.

Proof. In the proof of each of the three assertions, letR designate a rule satisfying the
hypotheses.

N(a) LetN [1, (c, E)[# , andk [N. Let (c9, E9) be ak-replica of (c, E) with agent
set N9. By equal treatment of equals, the clones of each member ofN receive equal
awards atR(c9, E9), so R(c9, E9)5 k x for somex [X(c, E). By consistency, (k x) 5* * N

9 9R c , o x . Since (k x) 5 x and R c , o x 5R(c, E), we are done.s d s d*N N i N N N i
N(b) Let N [1, (c, E)[# , andk [N. Let (c9, E9) be ak-replica of (c, E) with agent

set N9. By equal treatment of equals, the clones of each member ofN receive equal
awards atR(c9, E9). Let k x designate the awards vector chosen for (c9, E9). Now, the*
hypothesis ofdivision invariance applies tok x in (c9, E9). This property says that*
x ;R(c, E). Altogether, we obtainR(c9, E9)5 k R(c, E), as required byreplication*
invariance.

N(c) Let N [1 be such thatuNu5 2, (c, E)[# , andk [N. Let (c9, E9) be ak-replica
of (c, E) with agent setN9. Let x ;R(c, E). We need to show thatR(c9, E9)5 k x. Let*

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯y ; k x. Let N ,N9 with N 52, sayN 5 h,, , 9j. There are two cases. EitherN consists*
of two clones of some claimant inN, in which casey 5 y , but then byequal treatment, , 9

¯of equals, implied byanonymity, y , y 5R c , c , y 1 y . Or N contains a clone ofs d s d, , 9 , , 9 , , 9

each of the claimants inN, and here byanonymity, y , y 5R c , c , y 1 y . Thusys d s d, , 9 , , 9 , , 9

satisfies the hypotheses ofconverse consistency for R in (c9, E9), and sinceR is
conversely consistent, y 5 k x 5R(c9, E9). h*

Obviously, replication invariance implies division invariance. The reason why these
properties are not equivalent, however, is that a rule may satisfydivision invariance by
never meeting the hypotheses of the property (except in the trivial case when the amount
to divide is 0, when it has to, by definition of a rule). Then, there is no reason why
replication invariance should be met. Indeed, consider a rule that selects for each
replicated problem in which the amount to divide is positive, an awards vector at which
at least two claimants with equal claims receive unequal awards. Then the rule satisfies

12The lemma, which is a fundamental tool in the theory of consistency, appears in this form in Thomson
(2001).
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division invariance. Yet, it violates the conclusion ofreplication invariance in every
non-trivial problem in which the hypotheses of the axiom apply.

3 . Characterizations of the proportional rule

Our main results are characterizations of the proportional rule. Except for one, they
pertain to the case when the population of potential agents is unbounded. We will soon
present an argument that implies our first result, but for a reader not familiar with the
theory ofconsistency, we include the proof as it is representative of the sort of reasoning
that is typical in that literature. The logic is as follows: to show that a rule assumed to
satisfy our axioms is the proportional rule, and starting from a typical claims problem,
we introduce new agents and add resources in such a way that (i) the awards vector
chosen for the resulting ‘augmented problem’ is its proportional awards vector, and (ii)
the reduction of the augmented problem with respect to the initial set of agents and this
awards vector is the initial problem (this implies that in the augmented problem the sum
of what the new agents are awarded should be equal to the added resources.) The
difficulty in carrying out this sort of argument is figuring out exactly how many agents
to bring in, what their claims should be, and what resources to add.

Theorem 1. Suppose uIu5`. The proportional rule is the only rule satisfying claims
continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, and consistency.

Proof. We have already seen thatP satisfies the three properties listed in the theorem.
NConversely, letR be a rule satisfying the properties. LetN [1 and (c, E)[# be such

Nthat there exista . 0, g [N such thatc 5 ag. Let i [N be such that for eachj [N,
c $ c , or equivalently,g $g . Let a [R be such that (c, E)5ac.i j i j 1

We now augment the initial problem by introducingg new agents, each with a claimi

equal toa, and increase the resource so that at the proportional awards vector of the
¯augmented problem, all claimants receive the fractiona of their claims. LetN [1 be

¯N<N¯ ¯ 9such thatN >N 5 5 and uN u5g . Let (c9, E9)[# be defined byc ; c, for eachi N
¯ 9, [N, c ; a, and E9;E 1ag a. Let y ;R(c9, E9). By equal treatment of equal, i

13¯ ¯groups, for each pairh,, , 9j,N, y 5 y , so there existsa [R such that for each, , 9 1
j¯ ¯¯, [N, y 5aa. For eachj [N, let N ,N be a group ofg claimants, and note that, j

¯c 5o c . By equal treatment of equal groups, y 5o y 5g aa. Thus, (y ,j jj N , j N , j j
jN¯y )5aa g , e , where e is the vector of ones inR . Since this conclusionj j js dN j N N

¯ ¯holds for each j [N, we obtain y 5ac9. By feasibility, a5a. By consistency,
9 9y 5R c , o ac . To conclude for this case, recall thaty 5 x and note thatc , os d sN N N i N N N

ac 5 (c, E).di
Finally, we consider the case when there are noa and g as specified in the first

13Equal treatment of equals would suffice here.
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paragraph of the proof. Any such problem can be approximated by a sequence of
problems for whicha andg do exist. We then appeal to claims continuity.h

A natural question is whether substitutingbilateral consistency for consistency in
Theorem 1 would enlarge the class of admissible rules. The answer is no. Indeed, if a
rule satisfiesclaims continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, and bilateral consis-
tency, then we can conclude as in the proof of Theorem 1 that in the two-claimant case,
it coincides with the proportional rule. Since the proportional rule isconversely
consistent, it follows by the Elevator Lemma that coincidence holds in general.

Theorem 1 as well as two other characterizations of the proportional rule can also be
obtained as corollaries of the following result, using the Elevator Lemma and Lemma 2.
This result is proved independently by Ching and Kakkar (2000).

Theorem 2. Suppose uIu5`. The proportional rule is the only rule satisfying claims
continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, and replication invariance.

Proof. We have already seen thatP satisfiesclaims continuity and equal treatment of
equals groups, and it obviously satisfiesreplication invariance. Conversely, letR be a

Nrule satisfying the axioms listed in the theorem. LetN [1 and (c, E)[# be such that
Nthere exista.0, g [N such thatc 5ga. Let k be a common multiple of theg , whenii

runs overN.
We now replicatek times the problem (c, E) and designate by (c9, E9) the replicated

problem. Lety ;R(c9, E9). For eachhi, jj,N, there exists a subset of the agent set in
the replicated problem—let us call itN9—that containsg clones of claimanti andgj i

,clones of claimantj. For each, [ hi, jj, let N ,N9 be the set of agents inN9 who are
clones of agent,. Then o c 5o c , so that byequal treatment of equali j,[N , ,[N ,

groups, o y 5o y . By equal treatment of equal groups, (this time, equali j,[N , ,[N ,
i jtreatment of equals would suffice), for eachh,, , 9j,N and eachh,, , 9j,N , we have

¯ ¯y 5 y . It follows that for somea [R , y 5 y 5a c , . . . , c , c , . . . , c . Thisi j s d, , 9 1 N 9 N <N i i j j

¯ ¯argument applying for eachhi, jj,N, we obtain that for somea [R , x 5ac. By1

efficiency, y 5 k P(c, E), and byreplication invariance, R(c, E)5P(c, E).*
If there are noa andg as specified in the first paragraph of the proof, we conclude by

an approximation argument as in Theorem 1, and appeal toclaims continuity. h

Theorem 3. Suppose uIu5`. Then, the proportional rule is the only rule satisfying

(a) Claims continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, and consistency
(b) Claims continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, and division invariance
(c) Claims continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, anonymity, and converse

consistency.

Proof. (a) This statement is a consequence of parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2 and Theorem
2.

(b) This statement is a consequence of part (b) of Lemma 2 and Theorem 2.
(c) Let R be a rule satisfyinganonymity andconverse consistency. Part (c) of Lemma
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2 and Theorem 2 imply thatR5P in the two-claimant case. SinceP is consistent andR
conversely consistent, we then conclude by the Elevator Lemma thatR5P in
general. h

Our next result is a characterization of the proportional rule that does not involveclaims
continuity, althoughequal treatment of equal groups is strengthened togroup order
preservation (note however that in the uniqueness proof, we only invoke the first part of
this property).

Theorem 4. Suppose uIu5`. The proportional rule is the only rule satisfying group
order preservation and replication invariance.

Proof. We have already seen thatP satisfies the properties listed in the theorem.
Conversely, let R be a rule satisfying the properties, and suppose by way of

Ncontradiction that there existN [1 and (c, E)[# such thatR(c, E)±P(c, E).
Obviously E . 0. Let x ;R(c, E). Let i [N be such that for eachj [N, c $ c . Byi j

group order preservation (order preservation would suffice here),x . 0. Then, therei

exists, [N such thatx /x ± c /c . Equivalently, there existst . 0 such that, i , i

x c c, , ,
] ] ][⁄ 2 t, 1 t .4 3x c ci i i

Let m: N→N be defined by:

cm9 ,
] ]m(n);max m9[N: #H Jn ci

Note that the functionm is nowhere decreasing. Furthermore (*):

cm(n) m(n)11,
]] ] ]]]# , .n c ni

Finally,

c cm(n) m(n)1 1, ,
]] ] ]]] ]→ and → .n c n ci i

Hence, there existsn large enough so that

c cm(n) m(n)1 1 , ,
]] ]]] ] ], [ 2 t, 1 t .4 3n n c ci i

N 9Let N9[1 be such thatuN9u5 (n 11)uNu and (c9, E9)[# be an (n 1 1)-replica of
(c, E). In N9, there aren clones of agent,, and sincem(n)1 1# n 1 1, there are at least
m(n)1 1 clones of agenti. By (*):

m(n)c # nc , (m(n)1 1)ci , i

By group order preservation applied to a group consisting ofn clones of agent, and
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m(n) clones of agenti, and then to a group consisting ofn clones of agent, and
m(n)1 1 clones of agenti, we obtain:

m(n)R (c9, E9)# nR (c9, E9), (m(n)1 1)R (c9, E9).i , i

By replication invariance, R (c9, E9)5 x and R (c9, E9)5 x , so that this doublei i j j

inequality can be written asm(n)x # nx , (m(n)1 1)x . Dividing through bynx yields:i , i i

xm(m) m(n)11,
]] ] ]]]# , .n x ni

Thus,

x c c, , ,
] ] ][ 2 t, 1 t ,4 3x c ci i i

in contradiction to the wayt was defined. h

The proofs of Theorems 1–4 require the population of agents to be unbounded above. In
applications, natural bounds often apply however, and the question then is whether other
rules would become available. If there are never more than two claimants, this is
certainly the case. Forconsistency to come into play, there should be at least three
claimants. Also, if there are no more than three claimants,replication invariance has no
bite. Indeed, only one-claimant ‘groups’ can be replicated then, and in that case, the
axiom amounts toequal treatment of equals, which is satisfied by all standard rules. It is
therefore of interest that ifconsistency is imposed instead ofreplication invariance, a
characterization of the proportional rule is recovered. This is the content of the next
theorem, which interestingly, relies on an induction proof that does not seem to have
counterparts in the existing literature onconsistency. We consider two-claimant problems
in which the larger claim is an integer multiple of the smaller claim and the induction is
on this coefficient of multiplicity.

Theorem 5. Suppose uIu$ 3. The proportional rule is the only rule satisfying claims
continuity, equal treatment of equal groups, and consistency.

Proof. We have already seen thatP satisfies the properties listed in the theorem.
Conversely, letR be a rule satisfying the properties. We show thatR5P in two main
steps. The first one deals with the two-claimant case. The second one extends the
conclusion obtained for the two-claimant case to all other cases.

NStep 1: For eachN [1 with uNu5 2, and each (c, E)[# , R(c, E)5P(c, E).
To fix the idea, setN ;hi, jj.
Substep 1: If c 5mc for somem [N, then R (c, E)5mR (c, E).i j i j

We establish the claim by induction onm. If m 5 1, it follows from equal treatment of
equal groups (equal treatment of equals would suffice here).

Now, let n $1, and suppose that for eachm [N such thatm , n, the claim is true.
We will establish that it is true form 5 n. Suppose then thatc 5 nc . Let , [ I\hi, jji j

N 9 9(this can be done sinceuIu$ 3), N9;hi, j, , j, and (c9, E9)[# be defined byc ; c ,i i
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9 9c ; c , c ; (n 21)c , and E9;E 1 [(n 2 1) /(n 11)] E. Let y 5R(c9, E9). Note thatj j , j

9 9 9c 5 c 1 c , so that byequal treatment of equal groups, y 5 y 1 y . By consistencyi j , i j ,

and the induction hypothesis,y 5 (n 2 1) y . These last two equalities givey 5 ny . By, j i j

9efficiency, we then obtainy 5 (1, n, n 2 1) [E /(n 1 1)]. By consistency, (y , y )5R(c ,i j N

9y 1 y ) and since (c , y 1 y )5 (c, E), we concludeR (c, E)5 nR (c, E), as claimed.i j N i j i j

Substep 2: If c 5 qc for someq [Q, then R (c, E)5 qR (c, E).i j i j

We havec 5 (r /m) c for somer, m [N. Let , [ I\hi, jj (this can be done sincei j
N 9 9 9 9uIu$3) and N9;hi, j, , j. Let (c9, E9)[# be defined byc ; c , c ; c , c ; (1 /i i j j ,

m) c andE9;E 1 [1 /(r 1m)] E. Let y 5R(c9, E9). By consistency and Step 1,y 5 ryj i ,

and y 5my . By efficiency, we then obtainy 5 (r, m, 1) [E /(r 1m)]. By consistency,j k

9 9(y , y )5R(c , y 1 y ), and since (c , y 1 y )5 (c, E), we concludeR (c, E)5 qR (c,i j N i j N i j i j

E), as claimed.
NSubstep 3: For each (c, E)[# , R(c, E)5P(c, E).

The result follows from Substep 2 andclaims continuity.
NStep 2: For eachN [1 with uNu± 2, and each (c, E)[# , R(c, E)5P(c, E).

If uNu51, the claim is obvious. IfuNu$ 3, the claim follows from Step 2 by an
application of the Elevator Lemma, using the fact thatP is conversely consistent andR
consistent. h

We close this section with a comment on the independence of the axioms in our
characterizations. It is obvious that large classes of rules would become admissible if
either equal treatment of equal groups, consistency, or replication invariance were
dropped. From de Frutos (1999) and Ju and Miyagawa (2002), it follows that in
Theorems 1 and 3a,claims monotonicity can be dispensed with. See Section 5 for further
discussion.

4 . Claims problems with a continuum of agents

In this section, we consider problems with a large number of claimants whose claims
are small. We model such situations by representing the set of claimants as a continuum
(Aumann, 1964). We show that in this context, the proportional rule emerges as
essentially (that is, up to measure zero), the only one to satisfy an appropriate version of
equal treatment of equal groups for the model.

1The set of claimants is the unit interval [0, 1]. Let@ denote its Borel subsets. Let+1

denote the set of nonnegative@-measurable and integrable functions from [0; 1] intoR.
1A problem is a pair (c, E)[+ 3R such thatE # e c(t) dt. Let # denote the set1 1 [0,1j

1of all problems. Anawards vector for (c, E)[# is an elementx of + such thate1 [0,1]

x(t) dt 5E, and for almost everyt [ [0, 1], x(t)# c(t). A rule is a function defined on#
that associates with each problem (c, E)[# an awards vector for (c, E). A rule R
satisfiesequal treatment of equal groups if for each (c, E)[#, and for each pairhA, Bj
of elements of@ such thate c(t) dt 5 e c(t) dt, we havee R(c, E)(t) dt 5 e R(c,A B A B

E)(t) dt. The proportional rule P is defined by
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E
]]]]P(c, E)5 c,E c(t) dt

[0,1]

if e c(t) dt .0, andP(c, E)5 0 otherwise.[0,1]

Theorem 6. A rule R satisfies equal treatment of equal groups if and only if for each (c,
14E)[#, and for almost every t [ [0, 1], R(c, E)(t)5P(c, E)(t).

Proof. It is trivial to verify that any rule as described in the theorem does satisfyequal
treatment of equal groups. Conversely, letR be a rule satisfyingequal treatment of
equal groups. The claim is obvious ife c(t) dt 50. Otherwise, let (c, E)[# andC[0,1]

be the measure on@ whose density isc. Let r be the measure on@ whose density is
R(c, E). Clearly, bothC and r are countably additive and nonatomic. By Lyapunov’s

2theorem (Aliprantis and Border, 1999, p. 444)h(C(A), r(A)): A[@ j,R is convex. Let
* *A [@ satisfy 0,C(A ),C([0, 1]). Then, byequal treatment of equal groups, if

* *C(A)5C(A ), then r(A)5 r(A ). Hence, there existsa [R such thatr 5aC. By the
definition of a rule,r([0, 1])5E, so that

E
]]]]a 5 .E c(t) dt

[0,1]

Thus,

E
]]]]r 5 C,E c(t) dt

[0,1]

so that for almost everyt [ [0, 1],

E
]]]]R(c, E)(t)5 c(t),E c(t9) dt9

[0,1]

where the last equality follows from the Radon–Nikodym theorem (Aliprantis and
Border, 1999; p. 437). h

5 . Related literature and open questions

NIt is known that for eachN with uNu$ 3, the proportional rule is the only rule on#
to satisfy continuity and no advantageous transfer, the requirement that no group of

14It is of interest that the result holds for any rule defined on a domain consisting of one problem (c, E)[#.
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agents should benefit by transferring claims among themselves (Moulin, 1988; Chun,
151988; Ju and Miyagawa, 2002). Therefore,no advantageous transfer implies group

order preservation wheneveruNu$ 3. This is of course not the case for the two-person
case, sinceno advantageous transfer is vacuously satisfied, even by rules violatingorder
preservation, to which group order preservation reduces then.

Another characterization of the proportional rule in the variable population framework
is that, when the number of potential claimants is at least three, it is the only rule for
which no two agents ever benefit from consolidating their claims into one and appearing
as a single claimant, and no agent ever benefits from splitting his claim into two parts
and being represented by two claimants whose claims are these two parts (O’Neill,
1982; Chun, 1988; de Frutos, 1999; Ju and Miyagawa, 2002). This is the property ofno

16advantageous merging or splitting. Let us refer to it as Theorem A. Theorem 1 can be
obtained as a corollary of Theorem A and the fact thatgroup order preservation and
consistency together implyno advantageous merging or splitting. We give the proof of
this implication in Appendix A.

Finally we comment on a possible relation between Theorem 1 and Young’s (1987)
theorem according to which a rule satisfiesjoint continuity (with respect to all variables),
equal treatment of equals, and consistency if and only if it admits a parametric

17representation. Equal treatment of equal groups implies equal treatment of equals, but
becauseclaims continuity is weaker thanjoint continuity, the axioms of Theorem 1 are
not stronger than those of Young’s theorem. As argued earlier,joint continuity is a very
natural property, so the weaker version of Theorem 1 obtained by replacingclaims
continuity by joint continuity—let us refer to it as Theorem B—is an interesting result.
One possible way to prove Theorem B is to use Theorem 1 and the fact that the only
parametric rule satisfyinggroup order preservation is the proportional rule. Proving this
fact turns out to be essentially the same thing as proving Theorem 1 directly, however.
Moreover, there are significant benefits to an elementary and independent proof since
Young’s theorem is one of the deepest theorems of the theory of resolution of conflicting
claims.

15The reason for this multiple attribution is that Moulin (1988) considers a related but different model, and that
Chun (1988) works with a more general notion of rules, by not requiringnon-negativity or claims
boundedness.

16This property is most often callednon-manipulability by merging or splitting. O’Neill (1982) imposed
axioms that were later shown to be redundant, such asanonymity andagent-by-agent claims continuity at at
least one point. Chun (1988) considers a more general notion of rules (see footnote 15). de Frutos (1999)
imposesnon-negativity but not claims boundedness and establishes uniqueness of the proportional rule on
the basis ofno advantageous merging or splitting alone. Ju and Miyagawa (2002) establish uniqueness for
the notion of a rule examined here, also on the basis ofno advantageous merging or splitting alone. They
derive it as a consequence of their characterization of the rule on the basis ofno advantageous transfer.

17A parametric representation of a ruleR is a function f defined over some product [a, b] 3R, where
N[a,b] # ] 2`, `L such that for eachN [1 and each (c, E)[# , there isl[ [a, b] such that for eachi [N,

R (c, E)5 f(c , l). The functionf is required to be continuous, nowhere decreasing, and to be such that fori i

eachc [R , f(c , a)5 0 and f(c , b)5 c .i 1 i i i
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A ppendix A

¯Proof. (of Lemma 1, the Elevator Lemma) LetR be abilaterally consistent rule, R a
¯conversely consistent rule, and suppose that for eachN [1 with uNu5 2, R 5R .N Nu# u#

N ¯Let N [1 with uNu. 2, (c, E)[# , andx 5R(c, E). We need to show thatx 5R(c, E).
Since R is bilaterally consistent, then for each N9,N with uN9u5 2,

¯x 5R(c , o x ). SinceR5R on the subdomain of two-claimant problems, then forN 9 N 9 N 9 i
¯ ¯each N9,N with uN9u5 2, x 5R c , o x . Since R is conversely consistent,s dN 9 N 9 N 9 i

¯x 5R(c, E). h

Finally, we include the proof of a claim made in the concluding section.

Lemma 3. If a rule satisfies equal treatment of equals and consistency, then it satisfies
anonymity.

Proof. Let R be a rule satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. First, letN, N9[1 be
Nsuch thatuNu5 uN9u, andp : N → N9 be a bijection. Let (c, E)[# . We show that for

each i [N, R c , E 5R (c, E). Suppose first thatN >N95 5. Let (c9,ss d dp (i ) p (i ) ii[N
N<N 9 9 92E)[# be defined byc 5 c, and for eachi [N9, c ; c . By equal treatment ofN p (i ) i

equals, for each i [N, R (c9, 2E)5R (c9, 2E). Thus, o R (c9, 2E)5o R (c9,i p (i ) N j N 9 j

2E)5E. Applying consistency twice, for each i [N, R c , E 5R (c9,ss d dp (i ) p (i ) p (i )i[N

2E)5R (c9, 2E)5R (c, E).i i

Next, suppose thatN >N9± 5. Let N0, I\(N <N9) such that uN0u5 uNu, let p9:
N → N0 and p0: N0→ N9 be bijections such thatp 5p0 +p9, and let c ,ss dp9(i ) i[NN 0E [# . Then, by the previous paragraph,R c , E 5R c ,d ss d d sss d dp (i ) p (i ) p0(p9(i )) p0(p0(i ))i[N i[N

E 5R c , E 5R (c, E). hd ss d dp9(i ) p9(i ) ii[N

Theorem 7. Suppose uIu5`. If a rule satisfies equal treatment of equal groups and
consistency, it satisfies no advantageous merging or splitting.

Proof. Let R be a rule satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. LetN, N9[1 such that
N N 9N >N95 5. Let (c, E)[# and (c9, E9)[# be such thatE 5E9 andP be a partition

9of N such that there exists a bijectionp : P→ N9 such that for eachi [N9, c 5i

o c . We will show that for eachi [N9, R (c9, E)5o R (c, E).21 21j[p (i ) j i j[p (i ) j
N<N 9 N<N 999 99Let c0[R be defined byc ; c and c ; c9. Note that (c0, 2E)[# . By1 N N 9
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equal treatment of equal groups, for each i [N9, R (c0, 2E)5o R (c0, 2E).21i j[p (i ) j

Therefore,o R (c0, 2E)5o R (c0, 2E)5E. Thus, byconsistency applied twice, forN j N 9 j

eachi [N9, R (c9, E)5R (c0, 2E)5o R (c0, 2E)5o R (c, E).21 21i i j[p (i ) j j[p (i ) j

Now, appealing to Lemma 3, we conclude thatR satisfiesno advantageous merging
or splitting. h
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